The Hallamshire Trial - ACU Normandale Masters Trials Championship
28th October 2018
Spectator Section List/Route
Here is a guide to the sections and how to get to them. All sections are accessible for spectators but
please park responsibly and do not block the roads. A map is available showing the locations of the
sections and signs will be up advising where to park.
Group 1: Mill Farm - 3 Sections - Rocky stream and bankings - in charge - Jonny Carr
Turn right out the start and approx 150 yards on the right.
Group 2: Sloades - 2 Sections - Stream sections with rocks and bankings - in charge - Dave Longden
Follow Dobbin Lane from start following course marking and at the junction to Cowley Lane turn right. Follow Cowley
Lane past where the riders turn left and you will pick up route marking for sections at the side of the road which are
the Cowley Bottom Sections. Please park in the field opposite tand follow the course back along the road and through
the gateway in the hedge. Sections approx 200 yard walk.
Group 3: Cowley Bottom - 2 Sections - Tree roots and bankings - in charge Rob Charles
Roadside sections on Cowley Lane. Plenty of parking opposite.
Group 4: School Wood - 2 Sections - Big rocks and some bankings - in charge - Pete Rees & Pete Emery
Directions same as going to the Sloades group but turn down driveway on right hand side of the road just before
Cherry Tree Farm which will be on the left. Sections in woodland through gate at the bottom of lane.
Group 5: One Ash - 3 Sections - Rocky stream - in charge - Mike Ransom
Parking same as Schoolwood sections and follow route marking down the fields. Roughly 300 yard easy walk to
sections.
Group 6: Eadons Fields - 6 sections - Rocky stream with some big bankings - in charge - Steve Bisby
From Cowley Bottom Sections, keep following Cowley Lane and the road joins onto Barlow Lees Lane. Follow down
the hill and sections are on the left. If going direct from start, please follow riders route marking up Dobbin Lane
taking the first right turn onto Barlow Lees Lane. Follow the road for approx 1 mile until you pick up rider route
marking. Sections in woodland on right hand side. Plenty of parking.
Group 7: Far Common/Wards - 2 Sections - Rocks, tree roots and bankings - in charge - Phil Granby
Either follow Barlow Lees Lane from Eadons Fields group and Far Common is on the left on a sharp bend. Please
keep going past the route marking and turn left at the junction onto Dobbin Lane and there are a few parking spaces
at the side of the road. Please do not block the road. Sections up a rough lane with a sign ‘unsuitable for motor
vehicles’ at the bottom.
Follow Dobbin Lane down and return back to the start.

Or the other option is to turn right out of the start and follow Dobbin Lane up the hill and the sections are on the right
just on the brow of the hill.

